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Extra party supplies needed: 
1. On time drawing gift 
2. Door prizes (1 prize per every guest) 
3. Party Queen Gift 
4. Holiday Gift List 
5. Holiday marketing 
6. Close sheet 
7. Who Do you Know sheet 
8. Raffle tickets w/ bag 
9. Goody basket 
 
 
As guests arrive: 
 
1. Have them fill out their profile card 

 
2. Ticket for coming and filling out the card 

 
3. If doing on the face, based on eye color, give her an eyeliner to use that day 
 - blue/green eyes: browns/bronzes since this is not a customized look 
 - brown/hazel eyes: stick with neutral blacks or deep brown since this is not a customized look 
 
4. Hold “On Time Drawing” 

= on the face script 
 
 
= on the hand script 
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Index Card #1 

Welcome 

“I want to start off by saying thank you so much for coming and thank you (hostess 

name) for having us into your home today. I am so excited to introduce you to our 

Holiday Products that we JUST launched! You are among the first to try them! So we’ll 

go through and do a nice and easy Holiday look you can start wearing now and dress 

up for those holiday parties@ I’ll give you a chance to fall in love, purchase anything 

you want now since they are limited edition (b/c when they’re gone they’re GONE!), 

and I’ll even give you an opportunity to schedule your own Holiday Makeover Party or 

other type of party when we’re done so you can earn some free goodies!  

I also want to let you know that right now my Unit is a part of a huge campaign to 

enrich the lives of 1,000 women by Christmas and it continues today with you! My 

personal goal is to help 100 women look and feel valued and more beautiful by the 

holidays and YOU are a part of that today! So my mission today is for you to leave 

here feeling better than you did when you got here—this is YOU time and a chance 

for someone else to take care of you for a change!” 
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Index Card #2   Party Queen 

 

“So in honor of all of us being women who love to party and get pampered, we’re 
going to play a little game@does everyone like free stuff? Okay great@well the game 
we’re going to play is the Party Queen game@every time I say the word “Party” the 
first person who shouts “Queen!” will get this gift (HOLD UP WRAPPED GIFT)@but 
it’s a rotating gift so when I say “Party” again – the next person who says “Queen!” 
will get the gift@and we’ll keep passing it around until the end! And whoever has it at 
the end will get to keep it! Is that good?” Okay so when I say PARTY you say, 
“Queen!” (hand gift) PARTY! (Queen!) PARTY! (Queen!) 

“Now we want everyone to go home with something fun so we’ll be giving away door 

prizes, too! Look at these gorgeous presents! You all got a raffle ticket just for coming 

tonight, and we’ll be giving you more opportunities to earn tickets as we go along@

and then we’ll do some door prize drawings at the end for these gorgeous gifts you 

see here!”   

Let’s get started! 
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Holiday Gift List  

 

Everyone should have a Holiday Gift List paper...this is what we will use 
throughout the party today for you to write down the names of the products 
you love as you try them so you can shop for yourself or someone else 
either today or during the Holiday season. 

So each time you try something you like, be sure to write it down.  
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Index Card #3    If you are doing “on the hand” skip to card #8 

Fast Skin Care for parties where you are doing the Simple Holiday Look on the face. 
 

Well the first thing we have to do is prep your face for the Simple Holiday Look! We’re 
going to use our fabulous “Miracle Set” and foundation to give us a clean and even 
canvas to work on. We won’t be using all of our supplements today and we’re going to 
move quickly through the skin care because of time, but when you party with me 
again we’ll be sure to use more supplements to enhance your customized makeover!  
 
We will begin today by removing our eye makeup using our #1 selling brand of Oil 
Free Eye Makeup Remover on the market! It’s part conditioner and part cleanser and 
will gently remove your makeup with tugging and pulling. I will pass around the bottle 
and you only need to tap a few times on your cotton ball to get enough product. If you 
need more I will give you a new cotton ball.   

Okay, so you’ve just used our Oil Free Eye Makeup Remover...if you loved it write it 
down on your gift list! 

Next we’ll continue with a lip treatment to get your lips ready for some great color. 
Scoop up the Mask from your tray and gently massage using tiny circles onto the top 
and bottom lip. This product is going to remove the dead skin from your lips.  
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    Mini facial con’t. 

Now while your mask is setting, I’d like for you to take a look at the difference the 
Miracle Set makes on pages 6 & 7 of your Beauty Book. This is the foundation of our 
skin care and what we will be using today. Now take your facial cloth and gently 
dampen your skin all over. Next, we will use our TimeWise 3 in 1 Cleanser. Scoop up 
and gently massage onto your face using upward and outward motions. (while they 
are cleansing say:) This product is cleansing, exfoliating, and deep cleaning and 
toning your pores all at the same time! It also has our patented TimeWise complex, 
which helps to tighten your skin and fight fine lines and wrinkles! Now go ahead and 
wipe off your cleanser and take lip mask with it!  

Next apply the Day Solution on your skin and gently blend. This product protects 
your skin from the environment and sun with SPF 25—and it’s also a TimeWise 
product! (At night time you would use our Night Solution to replenish and repair the 
skin with fresh vitamins while you sleep)  

Next use the TimeWise Age Fighting Moisturizer to hydrate and firm your skin. We’ll 
complete this mini facial with our Satin Lips Balm to seal in the moisture in your lips. 
No more chapped lips b/c this product is alcohol free and will not dry out your lips! 
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You’ve just used our Miracle Set and Satin Lips Set, if you liked those go ahead and 
write them down on your gift list!  

Before Pictures  

“Now it’s time to take your before picture@and then when we’re finished we’ll take 
your after picture! These pictures are for my training b/c I am in a makeover contest to 
complete new makeovers on 30 women to help me practice skills and techniques so 
you all are helping me today with our contest as well! And there is something in it for 
you, too! We have a huge party at the end of the contest in December that you will all 
be invited to for helping me today! There will be food, fun, music, and more free stuff! 
So today’s entry will be of the “Simple Holiday Look” and at your own party I can do 
an exclusive look customized just for you! (Take pictures) 

 

After you take the Before Pictures: Now let’s apply your foundation to create a 

flawless finish! You’ve just used our mineral powder (or liquid) foundation so if you 

loved it write it down! 
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Begin Makeover on hand or face 

“OK so let’s get started by trying the new holiday items! We are going to try a “simple 
holiday look” today using our new holiday items and some of our regular line favorites.  

Let’s begin with Eye color! These colors are versatile, blendable, feminine shades of 
Cashmere, Lilac Lace, and Pink Organza. It is a lightweight loose powder formula that 
glides on easily with a subtle sheen. HOW CUTE IS THIS?! (Show full size product 
and pass around)  

Open your sampler card and we’ll begin playing with the colors! 
 

If doing on the face: let’s go ahead and apply your preferred eye color to eyes 
using your applicator—our queen for today gets to use our fabulous brush set! 

If doing on the hand: let’s go ahead and apply your eye color to the back of 
your hand with your sponge tip applicator so you can see how smooth and 
beautiful it is. 

 

If you loved the new eye colors write it down! 
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Eyeliner 

 

Next let’s apply your eye liner! Our MK Eyeliner glides on gently to perfectly define 
eyes and because it’s a retractable pencil, it never needs sharpening! (SHOW 
PRODUCT) 

 If doing makeover on the face: now let’s apply your liner along your top and 
bottom lash lines. If you’re not used to applying eye liner, the best technique is to 

use light feather strokes rather than one dark, thick line.  

If doing makeover on the hand: to test the eyeliner, simply run a test line down 
back of hand to see how smooth and gentle it is. This liner is very soft and great 
for blending into eye color and for giving a “smoky eye” look! 

 

 
You just used our Mary Kay Eyeliner...if you loved it, write it down! 
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Ultimate Mascara 

Now let’s complete the eye look with our Ultimate Mascara! This all-in-one formula delivers the 
benefits we all love most – long, thick, voluminous lashes. And it comes with Smart Wiper™ 
technology that delivers the exact amount of mascara you need for maximum plumping – without the 
clumping! 

Today we are going to use the black Ultimate Mascara, but we do have black/brown as well. We 
also have two other formulas of mascara: lash lengthening and waterproof. 

If doing makeovers on the face: I am going to pass the mascara around and you can dip your 
wand ONE TIME, twisting as you pull it out. You will want to apply on your lower lashes first and 

then top lashes to avoid “speckling” 

If doing on back of hand: Now let me share a quick tip with you about mascara: you want to 
avoid pumping your mascara because that creates air bubbles where more bacteria grows. And 
because of this, you will want to avoid sharing your mascara with other people b/c viruses are 

most commonly passed through the eyes! The other thing you will want to make sure you do is 
replace your mascara EVERY THREE MONTHS b/c bacteria will grow at the bottom of your tube no 
matter what brand you are using. So keep it fresh and never use all of it b/c it’s at the bottom of the 
tube where bacteria grows!  

 
So if you loved the eyeliner, write that down, and if your current tube of mascara is more than 
3 months old and you loved the one you just tried, write that down as well. 
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Peppermint Cream and Gingerspice Wishes Body Care 

Okay, now that we are finished with the eyes, let’s try our new body care for the holidays! 
Peppermint Cream and Gingerspice Wishes shower gel refreshes and cleanses skin while 
the body lotion infuses skin with moisture. I’ll pass around the lotion and you can try the one 
you like best—be sure to squirt into your tray first, and then apply to your hands. 

Cheeks 

Okay we’re going to try our new limited edition cheek color now: we have two new sets: SILK 
NECTAR or the SOFT SABLE. (SHOW) This set includes three sweet, stay-true shades swirled 
together in one pan to fit the Mary Kay® Compact, plus a full-sized limited-edition cheek brush in a 
fall trend-inspired bag. ISN’T THIS ADORABLE? 

If doing makeovers on the face, I am going to pass around both cheek colors and let you choose 
the one you like best to apply to the apples of your cheek like using your applicator. Again, our 
queen for today is going to get to use our fabulous brush set! 

If doing on back of hand, I am going to pass around  both cheek colors so you can apply it 
using sweeping motions on the back of your hands using your applicators. 

The products you just used were the new body care sets: peppermint cream and gingerspice wishes; 
and the new cheek color gift list! 
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EYE MAKEUP REMOVER ON HAND:  

 

Now to keep your hand from filling up with too many colors, let’s use our 
fabulous Eye Makeup Remover to gently remove the eye color and 
eyeliner.  

This was the #1 selling eye makeup remover on the market last year so I 
know you will love it! It is part conditioner and part cleanser  that you shake 
to blend together in order to gently remove eye makeup without pulling or 
tugging...it even removes waterproof mascara easily!  

I will pass around the bottle and you will want to just tap a few drops onto 
your cotton ball and gently wipe away the colors on your hand. 

 

IF YOU LOVED THIS, BE SURE TO WRITE IT DOWN! 
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Marketing 

Now we’re going to take a little break to earn some raffle tickets for the door prize 
drawing we’ll be holding at the end of the party today. 

I am going to take a quick second to share with you a little bit about me, as well as the 
top reasons why now is a great time to be in Mary Kay. I know that some of you may 
be thinking “I could never see myself in Mary Kay!” and that's fine! But I do have a 
$50.00 referral bonus when you refer someone to me who does decide to join my 
team so it’s great to hear the information just in case you or someone you know might 
need something like this in their life. 

Share I Story (quick and powerful!) 

So let’s go through the top reasons why now is a great time to join my team—and I 
will give you a chance to ask me a few questions for some more raffle tickets—and 
you can ask me anything you want! You can earn one ticket per question! 

(Go through holiday marketing handout and then ask ) 

“OK, who has a question! I know we can come up with at least 3 if not more! 
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Eau de Toilette Collection 

Now let’s move on to some yummy fragrances! We are going to show and smell the Eau de 
Toilette Collection. These fragrances are light and fresh, perfect for daily use and layering with 
coordinating shower gels, sugar scrubs, and body lotions! (Each guest should have the sampler card 
with all four fragrances) 

LET’S TEST THESE FRAGRANCES ONE AT A TIME!  
 
Let’s begin with Exotic Passionfruit—scratch and sniff: “Exotic Passionfruit is so juicy, you can 
almost taste it! Now if you like that fragrance jot that down on your gift List. That was Exotic 
Passionfruit.  

Next: Simply Cotton—scratch and sniff:  “Simply Cotton™ is clean, crisp and refreshing! Now if 
you like that fragrance jot that down on your gift List. That was Simply Cotton.  

Next: Sparkling Honeysuckle—scratch and sniff:  “Sparkling Honeysuckle™ is like a stroll 
through a sunlit garden isn’t it? Now if you like that fragrance jot that down on your gift List. That was 
Sparkling Honeysuckle.  

Next: Warm Amber—scratch and sniff:  “Warm Amber™ is warm, creamy, rich and cozy.” Now if 
you like that fragrance jot that down on your gift List. That was Warm Amber.  
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Lipstick 

Now it’s time to focus on our lips! Today you will have the chance to use 1 of 2 colors from our lip 
collection: Gingerbread or Pink Passion. Both of these products are a part of the Beauty that 
Counts initiative. This means that when you purchase either color, Mary Kay will donate $1 from 
each sale to change the lives of women and children around the world through the Mary Kay Ash 
Foundation, effective May 12 through Dec. 15, 2009.Our lipsticks are filled with moisturizers and 
vitamins so they are great for your skin. They also have a hint of vanilla flavoring, not fragrance, to 
help them smell and even taste good if you accidentally lick your lips! 

 

If doing “on the face”, Go ahead and apply your preferred lipstick sample from your sample 
card to your lips using your sponge tip applicator. 

If doing “on the hand”, Go ahead and apply your preferred lipstick sample from your sample 
card to the back of your hand using your sponge tip applicator. If you’d like to test it on your 
lips real fast I have some mirrors you can use.  

 

Now if you don’t LOVE these color we’re trying today, don’t worry! YOU CAN USE COLORS THAT 
ARE CUSTOMIZED FOR YOU WHEN YOU PARTY WITH ME BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS!  
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Lip Gloss 

Now let’s apply your lip gloss! Today you will get to try either our limited edition Simply Chic 
Fragrance/Lip Gloss Duo or our new regular line glosses: Bronze Bliss or Fancy Nancy. Let me 
show you each of these glosses now: 

Simply Chic Fragrance/Lip Gloss Duo—These four interchangeable mini Mary Kay® Eau de 
Toilette fragrances you just tried pair perfectly with a subtle lip gloss that looks gorgeous on 
anyone. PERFECT TO TAKE WITH YOU TO YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES! 

Bronze Bliss OR Fancy Nancy - Superlight formula that’s saturated with moisturizers – more than 
80 percent – so lips feel amazingly soft and supple. It smoothes, softens and never feels sticky 

If doing “on the face”, Okay so decide which gloss you want to use and I will come around and 
put it in your tray. You will use the same applicator used to apply your lipstick to apply the gloss.  

If doing “on the hand”, Okay so decide which gloss you want to use and I will come around 
and put it in your tray. You will use the same applicator used to apply your lipstick to apply the 
gloss either on your lips or on the back of your hand. 

If you loved the lipstick and the gloss you tried tonight, be sure to write it down on your gift list! 
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Belara and Bell Belara Gift Sets—(SHOW) 

Belara is one of our best sellers and Bella Belara is the sister fragrance. It is more fruity/floral. Each 
of the following items can be used together as a set or separately! 

Body Lotions - These come in both the Belara and Bella Belara fragrance and they hydrate the skin 
and leave it smelling beautiful. Great for layering! I am going to pass around both lotions and let you 
smell them. If you’d like to try them please squirt a small amount into your tray and then put onto 
your hands. Write down the lotion you love the best! 

Fragrance Compacts -creamy to the touch, this fragrance solid applies like powder and adds a 
subtle silver shimmer. I will pass this around so you can see and smell it, but this product is not for 
testing, so please no fingers! ;) Don’t forget to write down the one you love the most! 

You can order matching fragrances of the Women’s Fine Fragrance Solid Compact and  
Body Lotion to receive a matching gift bag bonus  

(show bag) 

Eau de Parfum—peel back the corner of the Belara sampler you  have. Wave in front of your nose 
as if fanning yourself to experience the natural scent. Now if you like that fragrance jot that down on 
your Santa List.  

Now peel back the corner of the Bella Belara and wave in front of your nose as if fanning yourself to 
get the natural scent. If you love this, write it down, too! 
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Body Powder -  

These body powders kiss skin with a soft scent while adding a subtle silver shimmer. 
They  come in both of the Eau de Parfum fragrances you just tried: Belara and Bella 
Belara.  

Hold out your hand and I will come by and “poof!” the fragrance of your choice! 

Walk around to “poof” a hand of those who would like to test 

If you loved this product, be sure to include it on your gift List! 

 
If you are doing “on the face” it is time for the AFTER PICTURES and 

compliment time! 

 

Satin Hands “Now before we begin wrapping up, let’s go pamper your hands! 

We’re going to use our best selling Satin Hands set to soften, exfoliate, and deep 

clean your hands! We’ll top it off with a fabulous moisturizing hand cream. Follow me!” 
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Who do you Know?    If you did “on the hand”, skip to card #19 

Okay so did you all have fun today? That’s Great! Well we are almost finished. But I 
want you to know that I appreciate you so much being a part of my makeover contest 
and for being one of the 100 women whose lives I want to impact by Christmas! Now 
if you remember, my goal is to have 30 personal entries in to this contest to complete 
my training so I would love to know who YOU know who might be one of my entries 
and do what we did today with me. She can join you at a party with me, or she can 
meet with me on her own. It will be totally her decision.  

So let’s take a few minutes now and list the names and telephone numbers of anyone 
you know whom you think might be enjoy to be a model for me! You can put her name 
and number in the square where you see a product you’d like to have b/c when she 
gets together with me either at your party or her own, you will receive that product for 
free! When you fill up every box before going home you can choose a free product 
from my goody basket for FREE!”   

I will also give you a ticket for our door prize drawing for each name & number you 
write down! 

(Guests fill out the “Who do you know?” sheet while consultant cleans up the spaceAhand 
out tickets based on total number of names) 
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Who do you Know? 
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contest I am in right now called the “Holiday Makeover Contest”. My goal is to complete 
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would LOVE to see you again so you could be one of my 30 entries! You can party with me 
and a few of your friends and receive your very own holiday makeover! So I would love to 
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Table Close 

“Now I always get 3 questions at this point: 

1) How much does everything cost?  
2) Are there any specials?  
3) How can I get some products for free?  

Well we are going to answer all of those questions right now, so let’s take a look at 
this pretty sheet here with pictures of all of the sets we used today. We’ll review 
prices, our specials, and I’ll explain how to receive free products for yourself at your 
party! 

After that I will let you go shopping and I’ll give away some more raffle tickets and hold 

our drawing before closing. And don’t forget, I’ll need to meet with each of you briefly 

before you go so I can record the colors we used today and take care of any shopping 

or questions you may have for me. We can also set up your own party so you can 

take advantage of our party rewards and be a part of the Holiday Makeover contest!”  
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Close Sheet 

• Let’s review the sets we used today from our Holiday Savings sheet. 
Go through each set  top to bottom and identify the products in each. 
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• We also have some great Stocking Stuffers  
featured here and also in our catalog    
Go through each below 

• TimeWise Firming Eye 
Cream ($30) 

• Satin Lips Balm ($9.50) 
• TimeWise       ($55)

Microdermabrasion  
• Soothing Eye Gel ($15) 
• MK Concealer ($19) 
• Mineral Powder Foun-

dation ($18) 
• Mineral Powder Brush 

($10) 
• Satin Hands Set ($30) 
• Oil Free Eye Makeup 

Remover ($14) 

• Ultimate Mascara ($15) 
• MK Loose  

Eye Shadow* ($14) 
• MK Mineral Eye 

Color ($6.50) 
• MK Romantic Notions 

Set* ($30) 
• MK Signature Lipstick 

($13) 
• Nourishine Lip Gloss ($13) 
• MK Eyeliner ($10) 
• MK Lip Liner ($10) 
• Mineral Cheek Color ($10) 
• MK Compact ($18) 
• MK Brush Collection ($48) 
• Travel Roll up Bag ($30) 

• Now let’s review the specials we 
have today. Go through each collec-

tion and explain. 

Ultimate Holiday Collection: 
MIRACLE SET + 2 SETS OF YOUR CHOICE 

$30 savings, 3 half price Stocking Stuffers 
& a Free Gift with Purchase! 

Happy Holidays Collection: 
MIRACLE SET + 1 SET OF YOUR CHOICE! 

$20 Savings, 2 half price Stocking Stuffers 

& a Free Gift with Purchase! 

Holiday Miracles Collection 
MIRACLE SET  

$10 Savings, 1 half price Stocking Stuffer, 
and a Free Gift with Purchase! 
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• Now let’s take a look at the questions on your “Who do you Know?” sheet...we’ll go 
through them together and you can write down your answers. 
Go through each question and allow guests to write down their answers. Hand out tickets for 
bookings and surveys 

1. What did you like best about today’s party? 

 

2. You will receive 3 door prize tickets when you set up 

your party with me today. When is the best time for 

us to get together for your Customized Makeover? 

(circle one) 

weekday or weekend  / this week or next 

 

3. If money weren’t an issue, which of the sets or collec-

tions on your Get Set for Savings sheet would you like 

to take home with you today? 

 

4. Which is your preferred payment method for today? 

 (circle one) 

 

cash/check/payment plan/Visa or MC 

 

5. When we party together at your next session, which 

sets would you most like to earn for free? 

6. How many guests would you prefer to have join you 

so you can maximize your free product  

opportunity? 

                      2-3            4-5            6+    

 

7.  I would love help with my goal! If you would like 

 to learn more info about what I do, OR if you are 

 simply willing to support my business and my 

goal   (even if you are not interested in joining MK), you 

 are invited to participate in a short survey, either 

 via telephone or in person with me over coffee! 

 You will receive 3 more door prize tickets for 

 helping me and any half price item of your choice 

 after we complete the survey!  (Yes    /    No) 
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Before we do the drawing I would like to thank our hostess for 
having us over today! (Clap for her) 

 
Drawing—okay well let’s hold the drawing and then we can mingle and snack on 
what our lovely hostess has for us! And while you’re doing that I will be meeting with 
each of you one at a time to finalize any orders or at the very least to set up your 
party or makeover with me! (GIVE AWAY PARTY QUEEN PRIZE) 

 

HOLD DRAWING 

 

Move to another location if possible for individual closings. 
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Individual Closing 
 
1. So, did you have fun today? (Smile and nod) 

 
2. Great, so I’d love to know... what was your favorite product you tried today? 

 
3. Great! Now because everyone is entitled to a 2nd appointment with me to receive your customized 

makeover, what would you like to learn or try at that session that we didn’t get to today?  
 

4. BOOK APPOINTMENT—Okay, well let’s go ahead and get you set up for your customized makeover 
session now...which works better for you a weekday or weekend?     (Give her two options from your 
datebook and don’t forget you can book for upcoming guest events!) 
 

5. CLOSE THE SALE—okay so let’s find out what you have your eye on today. Now just to remind you, you 
can pay with cash, check, credit, or we can break it up into payments and you can still take your products 
home with you today, OK? 
 

6. Okay, well I see by looking at your answers here that if money were no object you would take home the 
   collection...are you comfortable starting there today? (Be silent and wait...if she says no 
drop down to the next 2 sets and say: would the   collection or    collection be more 
what you had in mind? (Be silent and wait for her to let you know what she would like to do and say 
GREAT to whatever she decides!) 

 
7. Be sure to send her home with samples of anything she liked but did not purchase...set up a time to follow 

up in a few days. 
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COACHING YOUR NEXT PARTY WITH A PURPOSE! 
 
Okay, I want to thank you for being a part of my Party with a Purpose campaign and being one of 
our 100 women whose lives I want to touch! So let’s talk about your OWN party with a purpose! We 
have already scheduled the time for your customized makeover, so why don’t we see what kinds of 
rewards you can earn just by inviting a few friends to join you...and everyone can be in the 
makeover contest, too! 
 
(GO THROUGH HOSTESS BROCHURE and highlight $40 in free product when she picks $75 worth of 
product and only pays $35!) 
 
• Can you think of some sets you would like to get with this rewards program? 
• Now let’s talk about who to invite...would the list of ladies you gave me be a good place to start? 
• Who else can you think of who might enjoy herself at the party? 

 
(HELP HER FILL UP THE WHO DO YOU KNOW? SHEET OR THE PROFILE CARD FOR HER PRIZE IF 
SHE HASN’T ALREADY) 
 

• Okay, well let’s agree on a date and time when I can call you to get your final list with telephone 
numbers and we’ll begin working on inviting everyone! If you would like to let them know you’ve 
invited them, I will follow up with a phone call to find out if they can come, and also to learn a little 
bit about their skin type to make sure I have goodies for them at the party. You can let them 
know I will be calling a few days prior to our event, okay? (schedule within a few days from now)
        
 
     OKAY THERE IS JUST ONE MORE THING I WOULD LIKE TO DO@. 
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Booking the Survey 
 

I have one last question to ask you@ I have been challenged by my Sales Director to ask 2 women 
from every party that I like to get their opinion of the Mary Kay marketing plan to help me reach my 
goal of   surveys this month! I would love for you to be one of my guests b/c you are so  
  . Now, this is mostly to help me with my training and to help me reach my goal...so you 
will receive a product for half price just for listening!  
 
AND IT DOESN’T MATTER TO ME IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO JOIN MK—THAT’S OK! I just need 
nice, friendly people to help me and give me their feedback for practice. Is there any reason why 
you wouldn’t be able to help me reach my goal?  
 
When is better for you, (day    @ (time)   OR (day  
  @ (time)  ? (Write in these blanks with our marketing call times!) 
  

GREAT! Thank you soooo much! I think you’ll enjoy the call even if MK isn’t for you! Here is some 

info to read through and listen to before the call...it will help you think of questions or at the very 

least give you a little background before we listen to my Director. I WILL CALL YOU TO REMIND 

YOU OF THE CALL. (write down the marketing call number on your business card and give to 

her) 

 

THANK YOU AGAIN! Enjoy your goodies and I will be following up with you in a few days!  

Ask for the next person and repeat.   
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